ABSTRACT. The article focuses on the Danish numerals 1-1000. It presents their Proto-Indo-European, Proto-Germanic, Old Danish and present forms whilst providing additional information on their development and corresponding numerals in other European languages. It focuses primarily on the vigesimal counting system, whose traces can be found in Danish, and which is the source of some unique forms unseen in other languages. Therefore, special attention is paid to the numerals of the series 50-90. Though these appear to be unique and exotic, the article shows that they are not to be perceived as an anomaly but rather a different path of development within the language Moreover, a brief explanation of the origins of the vigesimal system in Danish is provided. Also, several units of measurement showing traces of the vigesimal, duodecimal and sexagesimal systems are discussed. Finally, language reforms aimed at changing the numeral forms will be shortly portrayed.
INTRODUCTION
Danish is, as are its Scandinavian and Germanic relatives, a descendant of Proto-Indo-European (PIE). Therefore, its numeral forms are chiefly inherited from PIE. In the article, Danish cardinal and ordinal numbers will first be investigated by shortly describing the PIE counting system and the possibility of its reconstruction. Further on, several counting systems that have different numeral bases which can be found among European languages will be distinguished. Among these, the origin and usage of the decimal and the vigesimal systems will be described. FOLIA SCANDINAVICA VOL. 16 POZNAŃ 2014 Next, Danish cardinal and ordinal numerals will be analysed by providing some of the forms that they acquired during their development. Since the following article was not meant to be a thorough historical investigation on the development of Danish numbers with each phase carefully examined, but rather a glance at their present forms supplemented by a brief historical background, the listed modern forms will be accompanied by only several major forms that the numeral acquired in a specific phase. Apart from this description, special attention will be paid to the numerals 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90, and their origin and spread in the language will be discussed. This particular focus is due to the system that lies behind them and their unique forms unseen in other modern European or even Scandinavian languages. The system, however unique and hard to learn, is nothing abnormal, but represents merely a language development that took place alongside the "mainstream" evolution of other, not only Scandinavian, languages. Moreover, numeral constructions with halv-and their corresponding forms in other languages will be presented.
The last part of the article will analyse several units of measurement that show traces of the vigesimal, duodecimal and sexagesimal (the last two being now relics in IE languages) counting systems. Additionally, the article will describe official language reforms that changed (or attempted to change) the numeral system in Danish, Norwegian and Faroese.
BRIEF INFORMATION ON INDO-EUROPEAN NUMERALS
2.1. THE RECONSTRUCTION OF PIE NUMERALS. Beekes (1995:212) writes that "the numerals of PIE can be reconstructed down to the last detail". Numerals as a class are very unique: "No class of words [...] has been so persistent as the numerals in retaining their inherited words. [T] he IE words for 'one' to 'ten' have persisted everywhere with only slight changes other than phonetic; likewise the IE word for 'hundred'" (Buck 1949 :936 cited by Winter 1992 . This, on one hand, is not to be taken for granted, because numerals are often borrowed. On the other hand, it is only partially true, since the numerals in the PIE counting system form a series and influence each other within it. The development of the numerals is therefore complicated and can be described only in general terms (cf. Beekes 1995:212) . But even though Gvozdanović (1992:11f.) notes that the range of numerals from 'one' to 'ten' did undergo some changes in all the Indo-European languages, and that they still pose some reconstructional problems, she still admits that they all can be traced down to a common PIE form. Additionally, Mańczak (1985:351) states that higher numerals within the series 20-90, that is 60-90, may be subject to more developmental alternations due to their rarer usage than the lower numerals of the series, that is 20-50, which preserved more conservative forms due to more frequent usage.
The above said applies mainly to cardinals, the reconstruction of ordinals is namely far more difficult. They cannot be reconstructed with precision due to a large variety of their forms in descendant languages (cf. Fortson 2004:132) .
COUNTING SYSTEMS
Each Indo-European language possesses specific building blocks called numeral bases that enable constructing numbers of higher series. According to the numeral bases following systems can be distinguished (Gvozdanović 1992:8f .):
• the system based on 'five', i.e. the quinary system, in Welsh, and with sporadic evidence in Old Indian;
• the system based on 'ten', i.e. the decimal system, which is the main system in Indo-European languages;
• the system based on 'twenty'. i.e. the vigesimal system, in Iranian, Indo-Aryan, Albanian, Celtic, Romance, North Germanic, and sporadically as borrowed in Slavic;
• the system based on 'hundred', in Modern Indo-Aryan […] .
Two of the listed systems function in Danish. The usage of the decimal system is no surprise, as it is the dominating system found in every IE language, but the vigesimal 1 system is also used to some extent. In the following section, I will have a closer look at both of these systems.
THE DECIMAL AND VIGESIMAL COUNTING SYSTEM
As noted before, it is not surprising that the decimal system appears in Danish, because it is the main system that all the IE daughter languages have adopted. This way of counting may result from the fact that in prehistory counting was first achieved by using body parts -e.g. the fingers. This is reflected in the etymology of certain numbers, notably in the names of the PIE 'ten' and 'hundred', both containing the root *dḱ-also seen in the word for 'finger' (Lat. digitus, cognate to Eng. toe). Moreover, all the decades and the numerals for 'hundred' are based on 'ten'. But although the Indo-European numeral system was without doubt decimal (there are some late innovations in form of duodecimal numerals such as OHG zëhanzo 'tenty' or O.E. hundaendlaeftig '110', but they can still be derived from a decimal system) many instances of the vigesimal counting system can also be found (cf. Blažek 1999:332) .
The non-PIE 'twenty' based system, the vigesimal system, can be found in exactly three Indo-European language branches: Romance, Celtic and Germanic (cf. Vennemann & Noel Aziz Hanna 2003:598f.) One of the most notable examples is modern French, where the number '80' is based on '20': quatre-vingts 4x20=80, whereas the number 90 applies both the decimal and the vigesimal system: quatre-vingts-dix (4x20)+10=90 (the form vingt is also pronounced slightly different when it appears in the multiplicational forms; cf . Hurford 1975:99ff.) . French numbers are quite irregular, so it seems to be more plausible to perceive them not as one but two combined systems. It also needs to be mentioned that similar cases may be found in Old French (vint e dis 20+10=30 or deus vins 2x20=40).
The decimal system is without doubt of PIE origin, but how to explain the vigesimal system? It has been attempted to account for its existence with several arguments: 1) it is the outcome of a spontaneous and independent innovation; 2) it is a foreign import; 3) it is of a substratal origin. It is quite relevant to mention that the vigesimal system correlates in a considerably high degree with its presence in non-Indo-European languages, for which the system is characteristic, such as modern Georgian or Gaulish. The latter has been therefore proposed as the origin of the system in French. In general, it is usually Celtic that is perceived as the source of the vigesimal system in Western European languages, but Vennemann & Noel Aziz Hanna (cf. 2003:537f.) argue that the vigesimal system could not have come from Celtic, since it cannot be found in Old Celtic. He suggests that since "an estimated 30 per cent of the ProtoGermanic vocabulary has no or no reliable etymology, research in the field of non-Indo-European influence is particularly promising" (ibid. 2003:xiii) . Hence, he claims that the origin of the system as well in Celtic as in French can only go back to Vasconic. "Vasconic languages, i.e. languages related to present-day Basque, were spoken in Europe north of the Pyrenees and the Alps for several millennia after the last ice-age" (ibid. 2003:vii) . The influence of Vasconic can be seen not only in toponyms but is also suggested to have been exerted on the way of counting. Therefore, traces of vigesimality can be found in some of the European languages like German, English and Insular Celtic. In Ger. Schock now means 'sixty', but it used to mean 'twenty'. In English the inherited numerals 60 and 80 were replaced in the eleventh century by, respectively, threescore and fourscore. ("50") . […] Let the fact that the British pound was made of 20 shilling up to the year 1971 be another example of a 20-based system (cf. Vennemann & Noel Aziz Hanna 2003:530f.) .
Modern Germanic languages and also Proto-Germanic were decimal, though traces of six-or twelve-based system can also be found, e.g. in Ger. Dutzend 'dozen'. These rare forms apply though only to some special domains such as counting hours of the day, the minutes of an hour, the number of degrees on the compass etc. (see also 3.6. in this article).
The Basque way of counting is also vigesimal and thus supports the idea of substratal influence of Vasconic on Indo-European (cf. ibid. xix f.). The traces of the vigesimal system may be found in Danish as well, but unfortunately its existence in the language is difficult to explain. It is most often believed that it was a spontaneous innovation appearing without any preceding Middle Age forms or language contacts (cf. Eliasson 2006:92) , but it is sometimes claimed that it may have been influenced by the Norman's contacts with the British Isles (where the system was primarily borrowed into Celtic from the substratal languages of the Isles) or Northern France. It is also worth mentioning that the Normans brought the vigesimal system into Sicily and Southern Italy (cf. Blažek 1999:332ff.) .
The vigesimal system in Danish appears first in preserved written records around the year 1300 in Jutland and spreads to the whole of Denmark around 1400 (cf. Eliasson 2006:91 A separate analysis could be performed in order to track the first appearances and the spread of the vigesimal numeral forms. It may prove difficult though, since the tendency in the oldest available sources is to write larger numerals above twenty with numbers only thus rendering their pronunciation impossible. It can be stated with a considerable degree of certainty that the process of adopting the vigesimal system began in Western Denmark and spread eastwards (cf. Karker 1959:11f.) . The earliest examples can be found in the Flensborg manuscript (Flensborghåndskrift) from around 1300. Since 1400 first instances of the vigesimal numerals can be found in sources from Eastern Denmark (Consolation of the Soul (Sjaelens Trøst), Lund Chronicle (Lundekrøniken)).
THE ANALYSIS OF DANISH CARDINAL AND ORDINAL NUMERALS
Languages developed over time and it caused significant changes in their grammar, e.g. English lost gender, while Danish reduced it from three to two. These changes have also influenced the form of the numerals in each of the languages (cf. Ross & Berns 1992:557) . As already mentioned in the beginning of the article, etymological account of each form will not be discussed in detail, thus omitting most of the stages in the development of a numeral and focusing only on these three forms (if a numeral allows it): the PIE root, the Proto-Germanic and the Old Danish forms. Unless noted otherwise, the PIE cardinal forms are taken from Beekes (1995:214f.) , the PIE ordinals, P.Gmc. and the O.D. forms are taken from Ross & Berns (1992) . O.D. displays a large variety of dialectical forms, but they will not be quoted here -they can be found in the work of Brøndum-Nielsen and the Dansk Etymologisk Ordbog (see References).
Furthermore, the older and now obsolete inflectional forms (accusative, dative feminine, neuter etc.) of the numerals will not be named, unless they provide the base of the contemporary numeral. When it is possible, corresponding forms found in other contemporary IndoEuropean languages will be compared with them.
In the list below a brief description of the following numerals will be provided: the series 1-20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 , 100 and 1000. The list consists of a cardinal number followed by its corresponding ordinal. As far as ordinal numerals are concerned, there is a general rule that can be applied: Danish and some other languages have developed suffixes that allow them to construct ordinals from the cardinal forms, e.g. in OHG the suffix for forming ordinals from decades was -ôsto (as in sëhszug → sëhszugôsto 'sixty' → 'sixtieth'). A similar suffix, -asti, is found in later Icelandic (as in sextíu → sextugasti 'sixty' → 'sixtieth', with the -tugrepresenting the decadic element).
In all later West Germanic languages, with the exception of English, the suffixes -de and -te are used. In Modern Norwegian the suffix -ande is applied in Nynorsk whereas -ende is the suffix used in Bokmål. The Danish form was -undi (from P.Gmc. *-andi) and these forms most definitely influenced the M.E. -ende 3 . It is important to note that there are no old forms for ordinals meaning 'hundred' and 'thousand' (cf. Ross & Berns 1992:622ff.) . In French we find -ième deriving from Lat. -imus (as in primus, decimus etc.), Polish applies the suffix -ty for all the numerals higher than 3, Russian uses the suffix -yj (-ый) or -oj (-ой).
NUMERALS OF THE SERIES 1-10
• en/et 4 'one': no single PIE form can be reconstructed for 'one'. At least two roots of the concept existed: the most widely represented one is *oi-with various suffixations such as *oi-no-(as in Lat. unus, Goth. ains), *oi-ko-etc 5 . The Danish form is derived from the PIE *Hoi(H)nos, P.Gmc. *aena/ō, O.D. ēn (though many dialectal forms may be found as well) and corresponds to the Eng. one and Ger. eins, ein 6 . The other roots were *se/om-and *sem-and apart from representing the number 'one' they also expressed similarity. The root can therefore be found in such present-day forms as Eng. same, Dan. samme or Pol.
[ten] sam (cf. Gamkrelidze/Ivanov 1995:740f.; Fortson 2004:131; Jagodziński 2008 );
• første 'first': the numeral does not come from 'one' but is rather a word meaning 'front most', 'fore', 'foremost' and is usually derived from PIE *pr̥ h 3 -with various extension stems (cf. As we can see, the words for 'first' and 'second' are suppletivesforms semantically not related to the cardinal numeral (cf. BeckerChristensen 1999). The same can be observed in Pol. drugi which replaced wtóry, which is still present in Rus. vtoroj (второй), and probably derives from PIE *witero-'the one leading further' (cf. Jagodziński 2008) .
It is also worth having a closer look at 'both', since its development is quite similar to 'two': nominative masculine P.Gmc. ƀae (cf. *twae), genitive P.Gmc. ƀōjō via O.D. baeggia to Dan. begge 'both' (cf. Ross & Berns 1992:571) . Cf. Ger. and Dut. beide, Pol. oboje, obydwa, Rus. obe (о́бе).
• • • • tre 'three': There are several suggestions that the numeral 'three' may have been influenced by 'two'. The PIE form *treies is hard to account for, but the stemter-or -tor-appears in many words signifying a pair, e.g. IE *pəter -māter 'father' -'mother', so it may be that 'three' was basically 'two plus one' (cf. Jagodziński 2008 • fire 'four': the numeral is based on the PIE *kʷetuōr-. The numeral is then further accounted for by the means of the P.N. forms *feδura/ō-and *feδuri-that, as • ti 'ten': descending from the PIE *déḱmt probably derived from *de-or *-dwe 'two' and *kjm-, *kjem-'hand', thus two hands = ten fingers. Via Germanic P.Gmc. *teχun and O.D. tī (Ross & Berns 1992:590f.) 
*tiūndi→tiunae (cf. Ross & Berns 1992:631f.) .
"Ten" and "tenth" require some additional information. The ordinal number tiende underwent substantivization and began to mean 'tithe'. In Dan. tiende and in Ger. zehnte mean 'tenth' as well as 'tithe'. Also the Fr. dime or dime, It. decima (from Lat. decimal), Pol. dziesięcina, Rus. desjatina (десятина) reflect this. Moreover, 'ten' is used as a suffix to create the numerals of the series 13-19: the rule is that the suffix is attached to a cardinal number. There are two exceptions to this rule though -Gothic, e.g. fimftataíhunda 'fifteenth' and OHG., e.g. drittozëhanto 'thirteenth' -both of them form the ordinals by attaching the suffix to an ordinal number (cf. Ross & Berns 1992:633) .
NUMERALS OF THE SERIES 11-19
This time there will be no PIE forms given, because it is simply not possible to reconstruct them -they probably were never firmly established. This numeral series was usually formed without any fixed order. They could be connected by conjunctions or prepositions, e.g. Lat. decem et duo (duodecim) . In the series, the Germanic and the Baltic numbers 11 and 12 are exceptional -they are based on the P.Gmc. verb *leik w -or *leip-'to leave' that expresses the amount over ten (cf. Blažek 1999:332) . The verb can be found in its O.N. descendant lifna, Dan. levne and Eng. leave.
The Polish and the Russian numerals of this series are constructed in a similar manner, namely by adding -naście/-nádcat' (-надцать) 'over ten' (literally 'onto ten') to the cardinal number (cf. Jagodziński 2008).
• Elleve 'eleven': the literal meaning of the reconstructed form is 'one over ten ' -it consisted namely of the numeral en 'one' and the above-mentioned verb (cf. Becker-Christensen 1999); probably from P.Gmc. *ainaliƀ via O.D. aellivu, aellefue, elløfuae (…) (Ross & Berns 1992:593f.) . Compare Ger. and Dut. elf; • ellevte 'eleventh': P.Gmc. *aina-liftan/ōn-, O.D. aelliftae, aellipte (Ross & Berns 1992:633f.) • tolv 'twelve': the Proto-Germanic form of the numeral was *twaliƀ-, it consisted thus of the form *twāi-'two' and *liƀ-'rest', so it meant 'two over ten' (cf. The Danish numerals of the series 13-19 are formed by adding -ten (which, of course, means 'ten' and is derived from the Germanic *teχun) to a cardinal number preceding it 7 . Some form alternations may occur in the cardinal number. Corresponding ordinals are formed by adding -de to the cardinal (e.g. tretten → trettende 'thirteen' → 'thirteenth') -due to their regularity they will be not listed here (they can be found together with their O.D. forms in Ross & Berns 1992:635-637 ) These numerals are:
• tretten 'thirteen': P.Gmc. *þrīz, O.D. thraetắn (cf. Ross & Berns 1992:597 Before these numerals will be discussed there are a few words that need to be said about forming ordinals with '-tieth'. "Formally, many of the Proto-Germanic prototypes are identical with two of those given under 'tenth', namely *teχundan/ōn-and *teʒunþan/ōn" (Ross & Berns 1992:637) . These shifted into O.D. *-tegundi, *-tegonde (Noreen 1923: § 94; Brøndum-Nielsen 1950 -1957 : § 96 cited by Ross & Berns 1992:637f.) . Since this formation is general, only O.D. forms will be given while discussing ordinals of this section.
• tyve 'twenty': the reconstructed PIE 'twenty' is *duidḱmti which is a simplified version of the dual *du̯ ih 1 -dḱm ̥ tī-ih 1 'two-tens ' (cf. Fortson 2004:131) . Blažek (1999:332) suggests that the decades of the series 30-90 were constructed on a basis of a general and probably inherited pattern: "N (=3, 4, …, 9) x *dḱont-'decad' + coll. *-H 2 or pl. *-s.". The same model is also found in Germanic and Balto-Slavic, e.g. Got. twai-tigjus, O.I. tuttugu, OCS. dŭadesęti (cf. Gamkrelidze & Ivanov 1995:744f.) . The Scandinavian forms are difficult to explain, though. Ross & Berns (1992:604) argues that if the O.I. form were correspondent to the Gothic one, it should not be fossilized. The O.S. form tiughu is also difficult to account for -there are namely no reasons why a word that originally meant 'ten' would suddenly shift its meaning to 'twenty'. The matter is quite intricate and need not be analysed here, so it will suffice to say that the O.D. forms correspond to the O.S (tiughu, tyugho, …) and that these forms can also be found in the '-ty' suffix as in -tiughu, -tiuwae, -tyghae (eventually, the second form began to be used as 'twenty'). The complete explanation can be found in Ross & Berns (1992: There are a few other major and minor formations in IE languages that allow us to construct the decades of the series 30-90. Ross & Berns (1992:607) • tredive 'thirty': PIE *trih₂dḱomth₂; the Danish forms are various and complex depending on the formation they apply. They can be found in Brøndum- Nielsen (1950 Nielsen ( -1957 : § 547C.2) and apply the formations A1, A2, A3, A5 and A6;
• tredivte 'thirtieth': O.D. thraetiughaendae, thraediwghende (…; cf. Ross & Berns 1992:639);
• fyrretyve/fyrre 9 'forty': PIE *kʷeturdḱomth₂; the numeral is a truncation of its underlying form fyrretyve 'four tens' (the form -tyve is not to be mistaken for 20 -it is derived from the O.N. tigr meaning 10; cf. Becker-Christensen 1999). Following formations are applied: A2, A3, A4, A6 (cf. Ross & Berns 1992:614f.) , but there are also the attested forms thuswartywghae and tysuaertiugh that belong to the G-type formation (see 3.4. below);
• fyrretyvende/fyrrende 'fourtieth': O.D. føretiughende, føretiwende (cf. Ross & Berns 1992:640) .
THE DECADES 50-90
Before the PIE (given only for cardinals) and O.D. forms of these numerals will be discussed it has to be mentioned that there is a quite uncommon '-ty' formation characteristic for Old Danish. Ross & Berns (1992:612) enumerates four main types of the first element in this formation (the second form is always 'twenty' in the forms A2, A3 or A6): a cardinal, an ordinal, 'twice' or 'thrice' or a part of sin 'time'. All the variations and combinations would simply be too numerous to be listed here, therefore only some examples will be given without pointing to the represented type. Brøndum- Nielsen (1950 Nielsen ( -1957 : § 547 n. 3.) compiles a complete list of them and names them G-type formations.
Each of the numerals, both cardinal and ordinal, has two forms: a long one and a truncated one. The numerals in the following list there are untruncated, because it easier to see the resemblance to their earlier forms. The truncated ones will be given further on:
• halvtredsindstyve 'fifty': PIE *penkʷedḱomth₂; apart from the major formations A2, A3 The present-day Danish numerals of the series of 50-90 require very special examination due to their uniqueness and the system that lies beneath them. When we look at them, we can clearly see that modern Danish inherited only these O.D. forms that belonged to the subtype G.
The forms of the numerals 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90 seem to be completely incomprehensible at first glance when their semantic structure is involved. Although they are indeed difficult to learn due to their complete dissimilarity to other languages, there is a hidden logic that lies behind them. In order to discover this logic we need to analyse where these forms derive from. Let us commence by saying that the forms listed above are already very old-fashioned and can be found rather rarely and that they have been replaced by their truncated forms. The truncated forms are mentioned as a part of the colloquial speech in grammar textbooks already around 1785, but they do not appear in dictionaries until 1860 (cf. Karker 1959:16ff.) . These forms are constructed by simply removing thesindstyve:
As one can see, the forms that the contemporary numerals derive from are compounds consisting of one common element, i.e. -sindstyve. Before the forms preceding -sindstyve the question at hand: "what is -sindstyve?" will have to be answered. And the answer is quite simple: sinde (without the -e in the compound forms) is an old Germanic form meaning 'multiplied by/times' whilst tyve is of course 'twenty'. This would solve the mystery of 60 and 80, which are, respectively, 'three times twenty' and 'four times twenty '. But what system lies behind the numerals 50, 70 and 90? These numerals require a bit more elaborate explanation. As can be observed, they all apply the prefix halv-followed by a somewhat alternated form of the ordinal numeral (tredje 'third', fjerde 'fourth' and femte 'fifth'). There used to exist cardinal numerals that consisted of the prefix halv-with an ordinal numeral following thereafter. Thus we had halvtredje, halvfjerde and halvfemte that simply meant 'the value of the ordinal numeral minus one half'. In accordance with this halvtredje would mean 'three minus half' so 2½, halvfjerde would mean 'four minus half' so 3½ etc. The forms halvtredje = 2½ and halvfjerde = 3½ are still existent, but definitely archaic (with one exception discussed further on), but they are an integral part of the numerals 50, 70 and 90. With the given explanation in mind the following numerals are now simple to account for: As mentioned before, the presented forms are now practically obsolete and have been replaced by their truncated counterparts, they are given in the table in order to show their underlying structure.
Moreover, the following pattern emerges: Danish uses multiplication of 10 for the numerals 20, 30 and up to 40, it switches then to multiplications of 20, even though a quite complicated usage of fractions is necessary, although it is not uncommon to some other languages (cf. Hurford 1975:118) .
Naturally, one does not have to know all this in order to master these numerals, especially if linguistically untrained learners are in question, but it definitely makes them more transparent.
Additionally, it is worth mentioning that these forms are not exclusively restricted to the Danish numeral system, but appear in another Scandinavian language, namely Faroese, which, though belonging to the West Scandinavian branch and sharing the majority of its features with Icelandic (thus rendering them both mutually intelligible), has been influenced by Danish due to its historical bonds with the Danish Kingdom -Danish was introduced as the official written language in 1540 and contributed to the Faroese syntax and vocabulary, including the numerals of the discussed series (cf. Magnussen 2009:252f.) , whose forms are: hálvtrýsinstjúgu (50), trýsinstjúgu (60), hálvfjerðsinstjúgu (70), fýrsinstjúgu (80), hálvfemsinstjúgu (90). As in Danish, these numbers underwent truncation (hálvtrýss, trýss, hálvfjerðs, fýrs, hálvfems) , and are now rather obsolete, but still occasionally used in writing or while speaking in order to add emphasis (cf. Lockwood 2002:64) .
The strongest evidence for the underlying long forms is the formation of corresponding ordinal numerals that applies the long forms, though the long form ordinal numerals possess truncation counterparts that were recorded as correct in Retskrivningsordbogen in the year 1986. These are used mainly in everyday colloquial speech. The following Although the rule does not apply to tredive (30) → tredivte (30 th ) it is worth to examine the form of this numeral for it is constructed by the same means as fyrre (40): the O.N. form was namely þrír tiger the M.D. form was tredive, which is simply 'three tens'.
As mentioned before, the cardinal numerals consisting of halv-and an ordinal are archaic and rarely used with one important exception: halvanden that is 'one and a half'. Ordbog over det danske Sprog says the following: "halvanden […] (glda. halfannan, aeda. halfaendre […], oldn. halfr annr, jf. ty. anderthalb".
Politikens Nudansk Ordbog med etymologi (1999) says that the usage of the numeral corresponds to expressions used for telling the time, e.g. halv to (literally 'half two') derived from an older form halvgåen to (literally 'half gone two'), which means that one half of a whole hour has passed since one o'clock. The usage of the form for telling the time is found not only in Danish but also in German (e.g. Es ist halb zwei 'It's half past one') or Polish (though only dialectically: pół dziewiątej 'half past eight' literally 'half of nine'; cf. Czesak 2005) . Here we also deal with a reference to the German numerals anderthalb and dritthalb. Surprisingly, these German numerals basically share the same structure, though reversed and with a middle -t-, which can be explained in the following manner: anderthalb is derived from MHG. anderhalp. Grimm accounts for the appearance of the middle -t-in the Deutsches Wörterbuch (1854) by saying that the ordinal character of the numeral led to copying of the middle -t-from ordinals (1854:314):"das der zählende auf die mitte oder hälfte von 1 zu 2 gelange, das andere (zweite) halb erreicht sei". Kluge (1999:283) says that this way of counting is common in all Germanic languages.
In Politikens Nudansk Ordbog med etymologi (1999) we find the following information under the entry 'halv': "faellesgermansk *χalƀa-'halv' egl. 'overskåret' indoeuropaeisk *kolpo-, *kelp-, *skelp-'skaere'; besl. m. latin scalpere 'snittemejsle'".
Similar numerals forms (a compound of the word pół-'half' and an ordinal) may also be found in Polish: półtora (1½), which still functions today, and now obsolete numerals półtrzecia (2½), półczwarta (3½), półpiąta/półpięta (4½), półdziesiąta (9½) or even higher ones such as półczwartanaście (13½). Pół-is derived from the PIE *(s)pel-meaning 'to split, to tear apart, to rip off', so the basic meaning was that we "rip off" the half (pół) from the accompanying numeral (cf. The examination of the PIE numeral *k̑mtóm 'one hundred' led to discerning two main European branches: the centum and the satem branch. In the former group, the initial k̑-was hardened and blended with *k-, whereas in the latter group it shifted into an affricative or even a fricative. The Germanic branch belongs to the former group, whereas Slavic languages belong to the latter (compare Pol. sto, Rus. sto (сто); cf. Jagodziński 2008).
• hundrede/hundred 'hundred': from the PIE form *dḱmtóm (meaning originally 'tenth ten') simplified to *k̑mtóm -the initial d-disappeared, but can still be as a glottal stop e.g. in Gr. hekatón (cf. Fortson 2004:131; Beekes 1995:213) . It is worth mentioning that apart from the continuation of the PIE form there are also innovative Germanic forms to be found interpreted as 'tenty', e.g. Goth.
taihuntehund or OHG zëhanzo/zëhanzug (cf. Blažek 1999:30), which also appear in O.D. among the G-type formations e.g. femsynnaetyffwae, femsynnomtiwffwe (cf. Ross & Berns 1992:619) . Other forms such as hundrath, hundraetth are explained from the stem *-roda, which originates from the P.Gmc. *rada -nta (cf. Ross & Berns 1992:620) . What is also interesting is the fact that the Old Norse hundrað may also mean 120 and is then called great (big, long) hundred (stórt hundrað), which again proves that Germanic cultures perceived 12 (together with 11) as a primary number and used it for counting various trading commodities (cf. Goodare 1993:395ff.) . The big hundred may also be found (however with some irregularities concerning its use) in English, German (always as großhundert 'great hundred'), Frisian, Gothic and the Nordic languages (cf. Mengden 2013:4).
All higher hundreds are not represented by any common forms in PIE descendant languages. To express these numbers, different means are used, e.g. Goth. þrija hunda 'three hundred', compounds such as Lat. trēcentī, or a collective as in O.Lat. sescentum 'a unit of six hundred ' (cf. Beekes 1995:213) .
• tusinde/tusind 'thousand': PIE *ǵʰes-l-. There are several forms of 'thousand' in Indo-European languages, but it is impossible to reconstruct a common one for the Germanic, Baltic and Slavic group, hence alternative constructions had to be proposed. As far as the Germanic reconstruction is concerned, one of the suggested forms is *tusoḱm ̥ tī meaning 'strong hundred' that evolved into the Germanic *þūs(a)-χunði, but the form is attested only in O.I. þúshund and can be compared to the O.S. þúshundrað The other suggested forms are *tū(s/t)-sn̥ t-/-sont-/-sent-meaning 'thick-being' or *tūs-n̥ t-/-ont-/-ent-(from the root *tūs-'to swell') that can be found in O. D. thusand/thusend (cf. Blažek 1999:315) . Compare Ger. tausend, Dut. duizend, Pol. tysiąc, Rus. tysjača (тысяча).
All the Germanic numbers above 'thousand' are borrowed from French (cf. Ross & Berns 1992:632f.) .
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT
One of the many and diverse uses of a counting system pertains to various trading goods that usually were packed in bundles containing a specific number or amount of the merchandise, which were referred to with help of different units of quantity. Therefore, apart from the "regular" decimal and vigesimal numerals found in the analysed series, there are also other ones in the language as in the case of the already mentioned score. In this case, Danish displays a combination of decimal, vigesimal, base-12 (duodecimal) and base-6 (sexagesismal) systems:
• deger 'dicker' = 10: from Lat. decuria derived from decem. Compare Ger.
Decker (cf. ODS). • tylvt 'dozen' = 12: used only when referring to timber, from O.N. tylft 'amount of twelve';
• snes 'score' = 20: often used while giving an approximate amount, is a common Germanic word for counting related to the verb snide 'to cut'. The original meaning was 'a cut off branch' and therefore 'the number of items on the branch' (cf. Becker-Christensen 1999) . See also 2.3. in this article;
• skok 'sixty': i.e. tre snese 'three score' from P.Gmc. *skukka-(cf.: OED), today usually used in the meaning 'a large amount of things', but also dialectically for counting sheaves (cf. ODS). Compare Engl. shock, Ger. Schock;
• ol 'eighty': i.e. fire snese 'four score', from O.N. völr, Got. walus (cf. DDO) usually used for counting eggs or herrings, is a is a common Germanic word originally referring to a rod or a stick that could hold eighty herrings (cf. BeckerChristensen 1999);
• gros 'gross' = 144: an abbreviated French form douzaine grosse meaning 'large dozen' from Lat. grossus 'large, thick ' (cf. Becker-Christensen 1999) . Compare Eng. gross, Ger. Gros, Dut. gros, Pol. gros, Rus. gross (гросс);
• balle 'bale' = this unit refers to sheets of paper, but the amount it denotes depends on the paper type: 4000 sheets of waste paper or filter paper, 4800 sheets of writing or blotting paper, 5000 sheets of printing paper (cf. Blangstrup 1915:577).
As we can see, snes, skok and ol can also be treated as yet another piece of evidence for traces of the vigesimal system not only in Danish but also other languages, which leads us to the conclusion that the "regular" counting system was supplemented by these forms when specific items, mainly various goods, were concerned. Moreover, as we could see earlier, the Germanic languages form the numbers '11' and '12' in a completely different manner (by adding '-lif') than the following numbers, which are formed by adding '-teen' (cf. 3.2.) . The break between these numbers seems to be a trace of a duodecimal counting (as seen above in dusin, tylvt, gros, balle), whose relics may still be found in other languages often combined with the sexagesimal system -12 months in a year, 24 hours (12x2) in a day, 60 minutes in one hour etc. (cf. Mengden 2013:5).
LANGUAGE REFORMS
In order to simplify the numeral system and support efficient communication between the language users in the Nordic community various reform bills were introduced by the Danish and Norwegian ministries. These bills are presented briefly in the following paragraphs.
The Danish numerals pose a great challenge not only to those who learn Danish, but to the other members of the Nordic language community as well, for they are completely different from the ones found in Swedish, Norwegian and other European languages, Therefore, in 1948 an initiative to change the compound numeral forms and the order of their components 10 was introduced as a part of a spelling reform. For example, femogtres 'sixty-five' would be sekstifem. The debate concerned only the cardinal numbers, but it was pointed out that such a change should affect the ordinals and fractions as well (cf. Karker 1959:7). As a result, following forms of the series 30-90 were proposed treti, firti, femti, seksti, syvti, otti, niti 11 (cf. Karker 1959:10) . These forms may lead one to think that they were created on the basis of the numbers found in Swedish and Norwegian, but the fact is that they are not only original but historically even older than the vigesimal numerals (which eventually dominated the more common Germanic forms). The decimal forms appear in written texts in every century, but rather sporadically and, especially after the Middle Ages, mainly as poetic variants (cf. Karker 1959:25ff.) . Until 1870 dictionaries perceived them as being Norwegian. However, the survival of the decimal forms was secured -on one hand by, the language purist movement in Scandinavia (ca. 1870), on the other hand, by their usage in mercantile language since the monetary reform in 1875 (cf. ibid 10f.). After 1870 the decimal forms began to appear in the official spelling dictionary, but only until 1904, when they disappeared until 1955, although still appearing in other, even smaller dictionaries.
However, the notion was initially rejected by the Minister of Education who claimed that such change lies beyond the scope of orthography and the postal service (that accepted both variants in 1889). In 1957 a 50-crowns bill was issued bearing the inscription femti kroner, but even though some other attempts were made the system remained unchanged, whereas the proposed numerals are very rarely used -mainly on cheques or other official documents (cf. Jacobsen 2005 (cf. Jacobsen :1964 .
Faroese numerals of the series bear strong resemblance to the Danish ones (cf. 3.4.), and though they are the dominating forms, decimal numerals were also introduced but are used mainly in official correspondence and have only recently been adopted in broadcasting (cf. Lockwood 2002:64) . These forms are fimmti (50), seksti (60), sjeyti (70), áttati (80), and níti (90).
In Norway a bill was passed in 1951 in which it was stated that the tens should come before the units, but since there is no official spoken norm in Norway, this was a very unique political measure enforcing a specified change not only in the written but also the spoken language. The results of the enforcement were initially rather poor, for the numerals could only be heard in the media and, though less frequently, in official situations (cf. Vinje 1991:2f.) . However, this changed in the early 1990s, and an increased usage of the new numeral forms can be observed not only among young but also older Norwegians. Nevertheless, both systems are applied simultaneously, the new one used chiefly while counting, the older one when referring to date or age (cf. Akselberg 2005 Akselberg :1825 .
A similar reform attempts can also be observed in German -there is a movement called Zwanzigeins ('twenty one' as opposed to the regular einundzwanzig literally meaning, as in Danish, 'one and twenty).
SUMMARY
In the article Danish numerals 1-1000 as well as some Indo-European background for their description were presented. The possibilities of reconstruction of PIE numerals and the counting systems that appear in its daughter languages were also discussed. Among these the ten-based system (the decimal system) found most widely in all the Indo-European languages and the twenty-based system (the vigesimal system) found in Danish and some other modern and old European languages were described. The numerals 1-40 were shortly discussed by giving their PIE, Proto-Germanic and Old Danish forms supporting them by some additional formation about their development and similar forms in other languages. Thereafter, the focus was placed on the vigesimal forms of the numeral series 50-90 by giving an explanation of the system they apply, and their possible origin and spread form Eastern to Western Denmark that can be followed on the basis of texts dating back even to the Middle Ages.
As we could see, where the numerals of the lower series 1-40 are concerned, Danish is a fairly standard Germanic language applying the same system that is found in all the other languages of the Germanic branch. On the other hand though, the decades of the series 50-90 are quite baffling due to two reasons: firstly, it is extremely hard to attest their origin, secondly, they apply a multiplication structure involving the fractions 2½, 3½ and 4½ (that can also be found in e.g. German and, in some extent, other languages) and the number twenty, thus rendering the system vigesimal.
However, this state of affairs should not make one think that this system is absolutely unique and restricted only to Danish, for, as it was shown, despite the fact that the decimal system is undoubtedly dominant, traces of the vigesimal system can also be found in other modern IndoEuropean languages (although this path of development is rather peripheral), which is shown in the The vigesimal system can be though observed not only in the numeral system but also in some units of measurement (e.g. snes, skok, balle) that are applied by languages, in which the vigesimal system is non-existent and the vigesimal based units were adopted mainly due to trading affairs (e.g. Dutch, English, German, Norwegian, Swedish). The traces of the vigesimal system in Danish has been a source of difficulties for other Scandinavians, but even though substitute forms similar to other Nordic languages were proposed as a part of a language reform initiative they were initially rejected by the government and the post office. Their status changed with time, and they now do appear on cheques, other official documents or in everyday communication between Scandinavians. However, they occur very sporadically and have not gained any ground in daily speech among the Danish speakers, quite unlike Norwegian, where two systems are now merged and used simultaneously (especially in speech), or Faroese, though in much lesser extent.
Further research in the matter could comprise an analysis of medieval and later texts containing the vigesimal numerals. This may be conducted in order to indicate the period in which these numerals replace the decimal forms, where the changes take place, what is their origin, and how they spread into Western Denmark, finally to become the dominant forms in the language. 
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